Alternative to using RefWorks Write n Cite

If you are using a Mac with Word 2016, prefer to use Google Docs rather than MS Word OR having any trouble downloading WriteNCite to your computer, there is a work around to still allow you to use Refworks to add in-text citations.

Using Legacy Refworks

Follow the instructions at https://www.refworks.com/rwsingle/help/Using_One_Line_Cite_View.htm once you have imported your references into RefWorks:

Using Proquest New Refworks

Once you have imported your references into RefWorks:
1. Within refworks click on the “ (quotation marks) button in the top menu
2. Click on quick cite
3. Choose APA 6th - American Psychological Association, 6th Edition as your style (The style for BRAIN journal will not work as well using this method). Press continue button
4. Using the sample paragraph in Part 4, Step 4 of the library assignment: For each place in the paragraph that you need to add citations, click on all the appropriate references. Refworks will properly format it for you and then you click on the clipboard beside the text and paste the text it creates into your paragraph. (e.g. (Philip & Thakur, 2011; Roxas, 2006; van Wijck, A J M, Wallace, Mekhail, & van Kleef, 2011) To create the next citation grouping, unclick the previous ones and click on the next ones you want. (When I tried this sometimes it wouldn't add in all three citations together but this isn't really a big deal as you can just manually combine the individual citations once you are in MS word or google docs.
5. When you are done adding in all the citation groups, all of the references should have a star beside them (because they have all been used in this assignment). Click on the "Continue to Bibliography" button at the bottom.
6. Copy and paste the bibliography into your document